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TCA’s Role

Aligning with the Transport and Infrastructure Council key priority:
Embracing innovation and technology in transport and infrastructure

To deliver public outcomes
Government agencies and regulators 
are increasingly using telematics and 
related intelligent technologies to deliver 
public outcomes – across transport 
modes

TCA function
TCA delivers advice and administers 
programs, on behalf of Australian 
governments, that provide assurance
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Open Technology Market
TCA’s role ensures an open market approach to the delivery of public and private outcomes 

through the use of telematics an related intelligent technologies

Sets policies and objectives 
that may be delivered through 

telematics and related 
intelligent technologies

Use telematics and related 
intelligent technologies  

applications in response 
to policies and objectives

Service providers 
deliver technology 

and services to 
stakeholders and 

end-users

Ensuring international 
awareness, collaboration 

and harmonisation 

Government agencies Regulated stakeholders 
and end-users

Private sector International

TCA is a cross-cutting organisation
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Presentation Notes
TCA manages micro economic reforms to encourage the uptake of technology to solve traditional government problems.



Australia’s National Telematics 
Framework 

• Developed between TCA and 
Australian Governments

• Performance-based and outcome 
driven

• Privacy by design
• Permits (encourages) the 

co-existence of commercial and 
regulatory applications

• Recognised as world’s best 
practice, recognised as an ISO 
standard (ISO 15638)
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Australian Road Freight Task
At a glance:
• Road freight task has grown six-fold 

1971-2011 (with strong growth forecast to 2030)
• Freight carried per vehicle has doubled

– articulated trucks responsible for 90% of the 
productivity gains

• Future freight productivity growth is likely to be 
more muted 
– without further improvements in network access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Six-fold growth 27 B tonne kilometre in 1971 to over 180 billion tonne kilometres in 2007Soure: 2011 BITRE Research Report: Truck Productivity: sources, trends and future prospects



The Intelligent Access Program
A National Telematics Framework App

• The IAP provides road authorities with 
greater confidence that heavy vehicles are 
complying with the agreed road access 
conditions that make the road network 
safer, smarter and more productive

• The IAP uses GNSS to monitor heavy 
vehicles’ road use, giving transport 
operators flexible access to the Australian 
road network to suit their specific business 
and operational needs
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Most road users have a right to access the entire road network – that is, they have generalaccess. Other vehicles, such as large trucks or those carrying heavy pieces of equipment, mayhave restricted access – that is, they may be unable to cross a certain bridge, or travel on acertain road at a certain time. The community relies on heavy vehicles to transport all manner ofthings, but is unlikely to be aware of the complex policy decisions that affect the day-to-day use ofheavy vehicles on the road.Intelligent access is the name given to these complex policy decisions that make the road networksafer, smarter, more productive, efficient and environmentally friendly through the use oftelematics. It does so by making possible improved access for heavy vehicles. The IAP strikes abalance between industry demands and government responsibilities by creating new ways ofusing the road network, and new ways of doing business.



IAP – How does it work?

Transport Operators participating in the IAP engage a 
certified Service Provider to monitor their vehicles 
against IAP Conditions comprising:

• Spatial compliance
• Temporal compliance
• Speed compliance
• Self Declaration 
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Monitoring is achieved by fitting an In Vehicle Unit (IVU) to the Transport Operators vehicle which monitor a number of parameters including vehicle identity, position, time and speed.



The IAP model
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Presentation Notes
The IAP is the inaugural application of the National Telematics FrameworkRoad AgenciesAustralia has a federal system of government, comprising the national Australian Government, and six state and two territory governments.  Unlike other industries, such as aviation, which have federal oversight, state and territory governments are primarily responsible for providing and maintaining road infrastructure and for regulating and managing the use of and access to the road network, each of these governments is regarded as a Road Agency.The Road Agency examines proposed vehicles and their requested access to determine what effect, if any, their operation on any part of the road network may have on safety, infrastructure and the environment. Road Agencies may establish applications, schemes or permits to improve road access for heavy vehicles and use the IAP as a compliance monitoring tool. The IAP is available to Road Agencies who decide when, where and how they want to use it; and enrolling a vehicle in the IAP is a decision made by a Transport Operator. Transport OperatorA Transport Operator (i.e. a trucking company) enrols in a particular access arrangement – called an IAP Application – offered by a Road Agency, or may approach a Road Agency for a unique IAP Application which better suits its particular needs. IAP Service Provider (IAP-SP)An IAP-SP is a third party which provides telematics services, certified by TCA to provide IAP services. A Transport Operator engages an IAP-SP to install and maintain the in-vehicle technology used in the IAP, and to monitor its heavy vehicle from a back office system. The IAP-SP reports instances of non-compliance in the form of a Non-Compliance Report (NCR) to the Road Agency.TCATCA is responsible for the administration of the IAP, certifying and auditing IAP-SPs, and type-approving the key pieces of equipment used in the IAP.



IAP: TCA provides assurance

• We have developed and maintain a performance 
based functional and technical specification

• We certify service providers and type-approve 
hardware

• We ‘regulate’ providers of technology by 
ensuring technology and systems work as 
intended…
…and continue to work in service
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IAP – An Open Technology Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain metrics



IAP – What road authorities see



IAP in action: A-doubles
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• 160 km 
Toowoomba to  
Port of Brisbane

• Containerised 
grain freight task

• 56 tonne payload 
(37% increase)



IAP in action: Super Quads
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• 60m long Super Quad Road Trains in Western Australia, with a 
payload of 199 tonnes 

• Using the IAP for route and speed management (a speed limit of 
90km/h is applied)

• In-vehicle telematics is also being used to manage compliance 
with ‘Headway’ conditions (200m) and Overtaking restrictions (no 
overtaking)



Road network usage using IAP



Road network usage using IAP

Location: Ron Camm Bridge, Mackay QLD



Find out more
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Visit our website:

www.tca.gov.au

Contact us:

Paul Corkill
General Manager Operations
P: 61 3 8601 4600
E: paulc@tca.gov.au

http://www.tca.gov.au/
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